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A little history...

London Florals, 

c. 1915 by Nancy Gere

London Florals collection represents the best of the small calico designs

styled in the UK at the turn of the century. Delicate watercolor florals and

detailed prints combine on a  soft palette that is somehow subtle and bold

at the same time. The artistic colorings are featured throughout the lush

bouquets and vivid botanicals and make for a singular style that is truly

unique.

The designs, reminiscent of late 19th/early 20th Century patterns which

were originally blockprinted by hand and later imitated by the cheaper

roller method, feature a casual elegance sure to spur some exciting 

creations among quilt enthusiasts.



Fabric Requirements:
From the London Florals collection by Nancy Gere for Windham Fabrics

2-1/2" strip:  26796-1, 26796-2, 26797-1, 26799-1, 26799-2, 26800-1, 26801-1,
26801-2, 26802-1, 26802-2, 26803-1, 26803-2, 26804-1, 26804-2,
26798-6, 26798-8

Fat Quarter: 26797-2, 26798-1, 26798-11, 26798-2, 26798-4, 26798-7,
26798-9, 26805-1, 26805-3

3/8 Yard: 26798-10, 26798-3
7/8 Yard: 26798-5
1 Yard: 26800-2
(2) 5” x 60” 26805-4
(2) 5” x 51-1/2" 26805-2
Bias Binding: 3/4 yard  26797-1
Backing: 4-1/4 yards

Nine Patch Block:
Cut: Floral : (4) 2-1/2" squares for  each block

Solid  : (5) 2-1/2" squares for each block
Center strip:  Sew floral square, solid square and another floral square into a strip.
Top and bottom strip:  Sew a solid square, floral square and another solid square into a strip.
Repeat again.
To assemble block:
Sew top, center and bottom strip together to form the block.  Make 40 blocks.

QUILT SIZE:
60" x 70"

Trellis Block:
Cut: A: (22)  6-1/2" squares 26798-5

B: (10)  6-1/2" squares 26800-2
C:  (68)  2-1/2" squares 26798-10.  On wrong side of each square draw a  

diagonal line.
(extra for setting triangles)

Center Trellis Block: Appliqué flower pattern on A square. Enlarge flower appliqué pattern 400%.
Appliqué onto block in method of your choice.  Top flower is 26798-1 and 26805-3, lower flowers are
26798-2 and 26805-1, leaves and stems are 26798-3.   Make 4.
Trellis Block 1: Place C square in one corner of B, right sides together.  Stitch on diagonal line.
Press up, matching corner edges. Pull back the triangle and trim seam allowance to 1/4".  Repeat on
opposite DIAGONAL corner.  Make 6.
Trellis Block 2: Repeat directions in Trellis Block 1 BUT put C squares in ADJACENT corners.
Make 4.
Trellis Block 3: Repeat directions for Trellis Block 1 but use A instead of B. Appliqué flower design
in center.   Make 14
Trellis Block 4: Repeat directions for Trellis Block 2 but use A instead of B.  Enlarge corner leaves
appliqué pattern 200%.  Appliqué leaves and stem using 26798-3 in method of your choice.  Make 4.

Setting Triangles:
Cut: (6) 9 ?” squares, then cut on both diagonals to form 1/4 square triangles.
Place a remaining C on triangle at the corner with a 90 degree angle, right sides together. Sew on diag-
onal line.  Press up, matching corner edges.  Pull back triangle and trim seam allowance to ?”.  Make
12.   Ten  plain triangles are used at top and bottom.
Cut:  (2) 5 1/8” blocks, cutting once on the diagonal to form (4) half square triangles for the corners.

Quilt Assembly:
Sew quilt center together in diagonal strips using photo as a guide for block and setting triangle place-
ment.

Borders:
Sew a strip of 26805-4 to left side of quilt top.  Repeat on right side.
Cut: (4) 5”squares 26797-2.  Sew one square to each side of strip of 26805-2.  Sew to top of quilt.
Repeat for bottom.

Layer, quilt, bind.
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